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11. MemoryJ religion and f amily in the 
writings of Pietist women 
ULRIKE GLEIXNER 
Pietist Protestantism was characterised by a pious culture of memory. Biogra-
phies, funeral sermons and autobiographical texts recall the exempJary piety 
of individuaJs, wbich, combined, form a pious genealogy. While at th begin-
ning of the Pietist movement in the seventeenth century women and men fall 
e Lates were included in collective memory, in the second half ofthe nineteenlb 
century, in particuJar, there devel ped within the educated Pietist middle clas · 
a culture of mem ry that privileged male piety. Women's contribution. were 
pructically exduded from Pie i t historiography. Nevertbeless, in texts forgot-
ten and marginalised by lbe begernonic ulture of memory we find the voices of 
femalc Pietists wbo documented women's contribution to piety. Tue biograph-
ical oeuvre of one femaJe Pietist who sought to rescue from oblivion the female 
role in Pietist Heilsgeschichte or sacred history (the history of God's plan for 
salvation) will be the focus of the presem cbapter. 
Since Lhe M.iddle Ages, women have recorded tbe achievemems of rheir feJ-
low women in individual and collective biographies, lists ofnames an biblical 
exempla. 1 In doing o, women a>.:;o wrote relig:ious and family h.istory.2 ln 
lbe late eighLeenth and nineteenth .centuries women's biograpbical historiogra-
phy expanded significantly. 3 The e authors emphasised widely va:rying aspecLS, 
however, concentrating on such area of female existence a leaming, coura-
geous deed or piety, and adopted highly diverse criteria of judgement.4 Only 
at lbe beginning of the modern period and witb the advent of modern cholarly 
historica1 writing were women excluded from the historiographic tradition.s 
What characterise the hi. tori graphy by women or men in reügious groups, 
whether Catholic and monastic or Protestant and familial, is their attempt to 
inscribe themselves in the sacred history of their church. Since memory is not 
the simple preservation of Lhe pa t, buc ni.ther is reconstructed from the per-
pective of the present and filtered through the perceptions of the remembering 
indjvidual or group, it is always also tied to the production of identity.6 The 
biographie, of dead Pietist women served as offering mod.els for the livlng 
and helping to convey a gender-specific group id ntity. The passion for writing 
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and collecting biographicnl texts is a striking cbaracteris.tic of the Pietist elite 
of Württemberg. If one reads these portraits a cultural cechniques that create 
identity, one gains interesling in ights into the background, airns and effects of 
biographical writing. 
Since the late seventeenth century segments of the educated middle classes in 
Württemberg, particularly the clergy, became attracted to the Protestant reform 
movement of Pietism. Tue Pietist middle classes included the families of bjgh 
governrnent officials, pa 1ors, physicians, apothecarie and teachers a · weil as 
som merchants. Their Pietist religiosity and their social status constituted the 
framework of the endogamous marriage behaviour through which this educated 
elite closed itself off to outsiders and indeed, by marrying frequently within the 
kin group, furth r cemented its internal lies. This pious middle clas belonged 
to the so-cailed burgher 'estates ' (bürgerliche Ehrbarkeit), and was composed 
of the higher officeholders of the Württemberg admi n:istrative citie , that is, 
judges, council members, mayors and clergymen of the towns and country, as 
well as officeholders and civil servants in the central secular and ecclesiasti-
cal institutions. The burgher estates of the administrative cities and the clergy 
bad their political representation in the provincial estates (Landschaft). The 
strong political position of the burgher estates in comparison with thac of other 
German territorial states can be explained by the absence of a Protestant ter-
ritorial nobility in absolutist Württemberg.7 Pious religiosity in Württemberg 
remained a movement within the Church, and was able to shape the Lutheran 
state church from within.8 lt is thus plausible that the burgher notables were 
able to reconcile their Pietist religiosity with State and Church service, if not 
alway without conflicts. Middle-class Pietists in Württemberg, both male and 
female, cultivated a culture of biograpbical writing that inserted lhe individ-
ual into a pi.ous (ami ly history. Biographies created site: of memory that lent 
a sacred quality eo the commemoration of deceased family members.9 The 
high point of this biographlcal practice came in the nineteenth century. The 
intention of the e biographies wa. to create a tradition of piety reaching back 
to the seventeenth century, thus establishing a continuity of sacred history 
and ignoring changes wilhin the group. 10 Thus the biographie e tabl ished 
a group identity of particular piety, which appeared to be tran -historical and 
long-lasting. 11 
In what fo llows 1 would like to examine an unusually extensive and com-
plete set of Pietist biographies. -Beginning i.n the l 860s, Charlotte Zeller ( 1815-
1899), widow of the pastor Friedrich Geß, created a volumiaous biographical 
work on her female forebears on the maternal side extending from the sev-
enteenth to the nineteenth century. 12 With her written commemoration of her 
ancestresses, the biographer set up a connection between the dead and the liv-
ing that could be reinforced from one generalion to the next, by the acl of 
reading.13 CharJotte Zeller's work is based on a culture of memory that sought 
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to combine retrospective aspects of piety, which were directed towards the past, 
with a prospective future-oriented view. 14 Tue holy lives ofher female ancestors 
formed an admonition to later generations of readers to live up to their example. 
They also documented the integration of the family as a generational unit into 
sacred history. 
INTRODUCTION TO THE WORK 
Charlotte Zeller's genealogy of female piety consists of both brief and exten-
sive biographical pieces which combine to fill 1,684 closely written manuscript 
pages. The shorter sketches contain reports on the women's final hours, 
excerpts from diaries, short biographies and a collection of copies of letters. 15 
The more extensive works include a collective biography devoted to the wid-
owhood of nine of her female forebears, and seven detailed accounts of the 
lives of her ancestresses on the maternal side, beginning with her great-great-
grandmother. As sources for her biographical work the author used diaries, 
household account books, letters, prayer collections that bad belonged to the 
dead women, funeral sermons and speeches held on the occasions of weddings, 
christenings and funerals that bad been passed down in the family, as well as 
oral accounts. Out of these collected memory texts she composed a total of 
eight coherent life-stories, some of them containing original letters, funeral 
sermons and even locks of hair and scraps of cloth. Pointing beyond pure textu-
ality, memory becomes matter here through an individual corporeal materiality 
that recalls the woman described. The life-story is created in compilation style 
from these disparate textual genres, with long passages from letters and diaries 
integrated as quotations. This constant citation serves several functions in the 
architecture of pious memory. First, the older textual models are recalled and 
the readers learn that the women kept diaries and frequently wrote and received 
letters. Second, the quotations allow her to claim greater authenticity for her 
biographical accounts. The intertextual compositional principle with selection 
and commentary permits the author to use the documents purposefully for her 
pious creation ofmeaning. Third, by citing the women's own words, Zeller af-
fords them a prominent place in their own right alongside their important male 
relatives. The incorporation of the individual life-story into Pietist family mem-
ory follows a religious and familial logic. Subjective elements that deviate from 
this logic go unmentioned, along with contradictions and anything too worldly. 
Life is set within a coherent structure of meaning in which piety, described as 
the successful passing of divine tests, serves as a red thread. 
Charlotte Zeller could tap a tradition of biographical writing in her own 
family. Her uncle Anton Williardts had written a commemorative text on his 
'second mother', Friederike Schütz, based on her diary entries as well as an 
excerpt from the spiritual diary of his grandmother Maria Dorothea Caspart, 
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nee Rieger. 16 To be sure, the Prote tanl middle clas es had long cultivated a 
written commemoration of the dead in the form of füneral sennon and odes, 
deathbed accounts and brief Jife histories that were passed on from generation 
to generatioa, butil was onJy in the nineteenth cenlu.ry thal lh e memory cexts 
became the basis for extensive biographies composed of a mixrure of docu-
mented citations from inherited texts, oral tradition and personal expe.rience. 17 
The Pietist biographical genre was revived in the ttlneteenth century by lhe 
pious laity. Charlotte Zeller' · work was prut of Lhis biographical renaissance, 
which could look back on two enturies of development of Pieti t biography as 
an independent genre. 
THE BIOGRAPHICAL GENRE IN PIETISM 
The commemoration of the dead played an important role in the early mod-
ern culture of Protestantism. Printed funeral sermons with their biographical 
sketches are evidence of this . Life-stories, funeral odes and the documentation 
of the final hours of a dying person's life are texts that seek to recall not what 
was individual but rather what was exemplary about a life, which in turn was 
to serve the religious edification of readers. 18 Because it did not create any 
special institutions of its own, the Pietist movement had recourse to a culture 
of memory centred on the biographical account. 19 In Pietism more generally 
the individual and his or her contribution to the kingdom of God were at the 
centre of interest. The genre of biography made it possible to document the 
central concem of Pietist religiosity, the sanctification of life, using instances 
of cxemplary lifestyles. Pietist biography was quite simDar in thi ' respect to the 
aint's Vita, which also emphasised the exemplary quality of its subject's life.20 
Since the beginning of the seventeenth century a holy way oflife had become 
a central focus of reform efforts within Lutheran orthodoxy, whose devotional 
literature called for a new practical piety. The Lutheran theologians of the 
seventeenth century demanded the realisation of pietas in everyday life, and a 
devotional literature of examples developed out of this.21 
Tue Historie Der Widergebohrnen (History of the Rebom), a collection of 
biographies by Johann Henrich Reitz (1655-1720) publi hed in seven vol-
umes between 1698 and 1745, helped to found the genre within Pietism.22 The 
161 biographical sketches present pious men and women of various denomi-
nations from different parts of Europe. About one half of them were German 
or Dutch Pietists, while the other examples treat martyrs and mystics of the old 
church, representatives of reform orthodoxy, Englisb Puritans and Dissenters 
as well as French Huguenots. The consciousness of a spiritual kinship among 
all of these pious movements was widespread in early Pietism. Reitz compiled 
the short biographies from diverse sources - tracts, reports ofthe subject's final 
hours, letters, autobiographical material and oral accounts.23 He devoted his 
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portraits not just to exemplary lives, but also - in the older tradition of the 
ars moriendi - to exemplary deaths. His dramatic tableaLL"'<. made the accoun 
lively and autheotic. By completely laying bare the ut.er worldly and .inner 
spiritual proce ses affecting the ubject, readers were uppo ed to gain precise 
insight into their sLruggles, temptalion and cli vin·e grace and guidance. Even 
before Reitz, Gottfried Arnold (1666- 1714) had published his Unparthcyisch 
Kirchen- und Ketzer-Historien (Impartial Histories of the Church and 
Hereric )24 and furrhercoJJections of biographies of 'godly' persons and saints 
throughoul tbe history of ehe church. From a non-denominationaJ per peccive, 
the Gießen the logy profe sor and cburch historian Arnold, wbo had clo e ties 
to r dical Pieti sm, sought eo jux:tapo e the degenerate' official church with the 
idealised circumstances ofthe early church and to demonstrate that the personal 
piety of individuals nd congregati n had been the troe motor of church his-
tory. Reitz and Arnold stood arthe beginning of a many-prongedgenre tradi tion, 
and all Pieti st biographers would follow their lead. Their constructive principle 
was a collage of variou types of text thal promised autbenticity.25 The besl-
known and largest collection of Pietist deathbed accounts, Erdmann Heinrich 
Graf Henckel' Letzte tu.nden Fina l Hours), which was published in Halle 
in four volumes between 1720 and 1733, adopts this biographical structme.26 
Hen keJ did not, however, report onJy on death . The life of his subjects as an 
individual path to salvation al o became d1e objecl of the biogrnpbicaI accounl. 27 
Johann Jakob Moser (170 l- J.785) published tbe Pietist journal Altes uruf Neues 
aus dem Reich Gottes (Old and New Accounts from the Kingdom of God) 
in Württemberg. The periodicaJ ran for 24 volumes between 1733 and 1739. 
The journali tic concept of this magazine focused on the printing of edifying 
examples. Moser's journal contained tales of conversion, biographical sketches 
of peopJe who bad been bom again, stories of God 's mercy and judgemenc 
takeu from the Ja t hours f lbe dying, dreams and their interpretation, ghostly 
apparitions and reviews of new religious books.28 M er based some of his 
biographical sketch s on Württemberg sources, but maialy on the collections 
of Reitz, Arnold and Henckel. 
A large number of individual Pietist biographi s were published in 
nineteenth-century Württemberg, but the traclition of biographical collections 
also continued. In 1828, the Württemberg pastor Christian Gottlob Barth pub-
lished a collection of edifying autobiographical documents under the title 
Süddeutsche Orginalien ( outb Gennan Originals), composed of letters, say-
ings and diary excerpts by well-known male Pietists ofLhe eighteeotb cenrury.29 
The proportion of biographies of women in Pietist devociona! li:teratW'e feU . 
In the nineteenth ceotury, collections of biograph.ies were eparated by ,ex 
and the few compilations relating to warnen were regarded as supplements 
to the collections of outstanding Pietists written in order to offer figures with 
which women and girls could identify. In 1838 and 1839 Johann Christian Burk 
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publ.ished his two-volume Pastoraltheologie in Beispielen (Pastoral Theology 
in Exrunples) u ing dle life-stories of men. Because of the demand for female 
role models, he compiled a Spiegel edler Pfarrfrauen (Mirror of Noble Pastors' 
Wives)30 in 1842 as a supplementary counterpart; a collection ofthe life-stories 
of sixty-eight biblical, Lutheran, Puritan and Pietist warnen figures compiled 
from published anthologies and unpublished manuscripts. This book was the 
first collective biography of warnen printed in Württemberg. It was followed in 
1851 by the two volumes of Heinrich Merz' s Christliche Frauenbilder (Portraits 
ofChristian Women). 31 Merz presented fifty-six warnen in chronological order 
from early Christianity to the nineteenth century and added a few English and 
French examples as well. In the introduction he refers to his work as a 'female 
history of the church' dedicated to the warnen who performed their works in 
humility, self-denial and mercy.32 Nevertheless, developments in the biograph-
ical genre in Württemberg led in the second half of the nineteenth century to 
a presentation of male Pietists only. Wilhelm Claus's Württembergische Väter 
(Württemberg Fathers) published in two volumes in 1887 and 1888 and Iaterex-
panded to four, contained only biographies ofwell-known Württemberg Pietists, 
mainly pastors and theologians.33 No comparable collection ofbiographies was 
written about Württemberg warnen. The interest of the older biographical tra-
dition in providing role models from all social Strata and both sexes had ceased 
to exist. Beginning in the nineteenth century, Pietist biographies increasingly 
served a bourgeois family and class consciousness, and were generally written 
by family members about their own ancestors. A male tradition of Pietist reli-
giosity was created using the example of worthy theologians and charismatic 
Pietist leaders. Charlotte Zeller's biographical work was composed against this 
process of writing warnen out of the history of Pietism. With her historiography 
she fought for a representation of the female role in the memory of Pietists as 
a group. 
CHARLOTTE ZELLER'S BIOGRAPHIES 
In what follows, Charlotte Zeller's biographical work will be placed in the 
context ofhistory and memory, the Pietist middle classes and female religiosity. 
The collective biography of her nine widowed female forebears who had lived 
between 1613 and 1835 is an apotheosis of the lives and sufferings of the 
protagonists. Tue honouring of these warnen during their widowhood must 
be understood against the backdrop of the social decline experienced by the 
widows of officeholders and civil servants. As a result of the wholly insufficient 
provision made for widows, these warnen and their children found themselves 
without a livelihood after the deaths of their husbands and fathers. That the 
author was herself a pastor's widow at the time of writing helps explain her 
empathy with her ancestresses and the emotional solidarity that came from her 
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similar Iife experience. Her collective biography begins with a plea on behalf 
of the difficult estate of widowhood: 
A !arge number of widows have existed at all times and in all places. Thou-
sands are Iiving today and many more, indeed countless warnen, will join 
their ranks. Those who know the widow's estate from their own experience 
know that it is a hard and sad estate, and will feel deep compassion for anyone 
entering it. If, however, a widow is a real widow, who is left all alone but has 
set her hope on God, then she will not just have ample compassion for her 
old and new fellow sufferers, but will also feel compelled, whilst weeping 
with them, to invite them, too, to come and see, and taste how kindly is the 
God of widows. 34 
Full of intertextual references, 35 this opening passage is at once a description of 
the widow's estate and a pious programme. The sad and lonely state of widow-
hood should be lived in a proper trust in God, and widows should sympathise 
with and support each other in faith . The nine widows described in the text 
shared not just piety and kinship, but also, over a period of 180 years, a harne 
in the same hause on the market square in Esslingen. Just as these pious, lonely 
and in sorne cases penniless warnen were fed at the table of their kinfolk in the 
hause in Esslingen, so they would have a place at the table of their heavenly 
father. Dedicated to the family rnemory and the 'Bonz cousin_s', Charlotte Zeller 
describes in detail how the protagonists behaved and, as a result of their exem-
plary Jives, were rewarded with divine grace. The wornen described accepted 
their widowhood with humility and commended themselves to divine guidance, 
according to the Twenty-third Psalm, which the author quotes: 'The Lord is rny 
shepherd, 1 shall not want.' They sought their comfort alone in prayer, singing 
and Bible reading. Each demonstrated her piety by her exernplary acceptance 
of her individual situation. The circumstances of Iife varied - according to the 
length of marriage, number ofbirths, survival of children and financial situation 
as a widow - as did the trials of faith. Sorne learned in girlhood and others only 
later to accept their fates meekly. The described piety, favourite prayers, fre-
quency of religious reading and inner stance served the readers as evidence and 
orientation. In their humble attitude the widows offered comfort, role models 
and help for their grandchildren, children and friends. They sought their own 
comfort only in God, however. 
The Iife of Margarethe Mauchardt, nee Morsch (1613-1676), widow of 
Mayor David Mauchardt in Esslingen, was marked by the horrors of the Thirty 
Years' War.36 Her daughter Catharina Palm, nee Mauchardt (1638-1703), 
widow of Imperial Councillor Johann Heinrich Palrn in Esslingen, bore many 
burdens and underwent many trials during twenty-eight years of marriage. Of 
sixteen births only eight children survived and one of her daughters died as 
a newly married wornan. Although three of her children were not yet settled 
when her husband died she bare her widowhood with trust in God's help. 
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Patiently and bravely she endured times of great hardship brought about by 
the occupation of the city by 'the rapacious French' and the billeting of troops 
from the late l 680s on. 37 Her daughter Elisabeth Margarethe Magirus, nee Palm 
( d. 1707), widow of the bailiff Magirus in Marburg, enjoyed twenty-two years 
of marriage. Her widowhood was particularly trying, since after the death of 
her only daughter in adolescence she lost her two son a weil and finally re-
turned alone, albeit wealthy, lO the parental house she hadinherited. 38 Her sister 
Maria Magdalena Williardts, nee Palm (1674-1758), widow ofthe town captain 
J. Williardts in Esslingen, was compelled from youth to practise the 'imitation 
of Christ'. Of her first five infants only one son lived into childhood, but then 
succumbed to a fatal accident at the age of six. Only her youngest child sur-
vived to adulthood. When her husband died the family was left with large debts 
and her son was still in training in distant Nuremberg.39 Her grand-daughter 
Marie Magdalena Groß, nee Bengel (1738-1768), widow of the chaplain of 
the Stuttgart orphanage, Groß, was widowed after only three years of marriage. 
She returned to her parents' house but died soon afterwards, after only one year 
of widowhood, at the age of thirty.40 Her mother Johanne Rosine Williardts, 
nee Bengel (1720--1788), widow oflmperial Councillor Williardts in Esslingen, 
had married at seventeen. During her forty-two-year marriage she enjoyed the 
'rich grace of God' but she too endured several trials. She lost three new-born 
babies one afterthe other (in 1740, 1741 and 1745), as well as her eighth child, 
and her health was always precarious during her childbearing years. She entered 
her ten-year widowhood at a time when she 'had long since leamed to bend 
willingly to the sacred will ofher Lord ... like a blind woman, in the obedience 
of blind faith' .41 Marie Dorothea Caspert, nee Rieger (1728-1800), widow of 
the lawyer Caspert in Esslingen, came of a very pious family and as a young 
girl had enjoyed an extensive religious education under the supervision of her 
uncle Prelate Weissensee. When she began her forty-year widowhood at the age 
of thirty-four she still had three children aged nine months, eleven and fourteen 
years to support. Poverty forced her to move to the home of her widowed mother 
in Stuttgart. After the marriage of her eldest daughter she found a home with the 
newlyweds, but only for a short time since her daughter died in childbed. She 
gave herself up completely to the will of God, asking him to extinguish her own 
will and to make her ever more silent in her suffering.42 Ernestine Friederike 
Schütz, nee Straßheim ( 1734-1813 ), widow of Pastor Schütz in Oppenweiler, 
also came from a pious family. After fifteen years of marriage she lived with 
her two daughters in extremely modest circumstances. Apart from her work she 
spenl her time listening to sermons, praying and reading devotional texts.43 The 
life of her daughter, Jakobine Friederike Williardts, nee Schütz (1756-1835), 
widow of the town physician Williardts in Esslingen, was similarly marked by 
painful deaths. She was widowed twice and also saw her children die.44 Tue 
quotation that the biographer Charlotte Zeller inserts from the spiritual diary of 
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the widowed Friederike Williardts represents a quintessence of the exemplary 
behaviour of all nine widows: 'Soon after the beginning of her widowhood she 
said to herself: "Since my dear God wishes to lead me along such a lowly-slowly 
little path, r ball follow with all my heart." he also resolved to bear her cross 
as quiedy , s p ssible - and to lament her suffering to none but lhe Lord.' 45 
The historical perspective on her family and ancestors chosen by Charlotte 
Zeller, with widows at the centre, is an unusual one. By adopting a social histor-
ical perspective, Zeller succeeds in her portrayal in gleaning from the apparent 
lack of events in women's existence specific life circumstances that differed 
according to age, wealth and status. Her detailed description of the difficulties, 
achievements and exemplary piety of her protagonists depicts them as humble, 
courageous and self-sacrificing heroines of widowhood. The holiness attained 
by each of the individual widows becomes part of a piety of the family group 
across generations and centuries. This genealogy of female piety also has au-
tobiographical characteristics, for the author is the final link in this chain of 
widows. 
Charlotte Zeller wrote not just a family history of pious widowhood, but 
also seven very extensive life histories, some of them devoted to the women 
mentioned above. The individual biographies treat only female forebears of 
the maternal line. The biographer begins chronologically with her great-
great-grandmother Maria Magdalena Williardts, nee Palm (1674-1758), and 
then describes in an ascending line the life of selected ancestresses end-
ing with her mother: the life of her great-great-grandmother Johanne Rosine 
Williardts, nee Bengel (1720-1788); that of the latter's younger sister, her 
great-great aunt Maria Barbara Burk, nee Bengel (1727-1782); the life of 
Johanne Rosine Williardts's daughter, her great-aunt Marie Magdalena Geß, 
nee Williardts (1738-68); the life of her great-grandmother Ernestine Schütz, 
nee Straßheim (1734-1813); that of the latter's daughter, her grandmother 
Friederike Williardts, nee Schütz (1756-1835), and finally that of the latter's 
daughter, the biographer's own mother, Charlotte Geß, nee Williardts (1795-
1850). 
The phases of life - birth, childhood, youth, marriage, motherhood, life as 
a mother and grandmother, widowhood, old age and death - determine the 
chronological structure of the biographical narrative. Within this frarnework 
biographical details about the subjects' parents, siblings, husbands and offspring 
are developed, so that a whole context of family and kinship unfolds. Individual 
stages in life are viewed as divine trials and described in scenes that reveal the 
true piety of the protagonist, who willingly gives herself up to divine guidance. 
From youth to old age, exemplary piety is the central theme of the text. At 
the very beginning of the life-story of Johanne Rosine Williardts, nee Bengel 
(1720--1788), we learn that the care of her surviving younger siblings - four 
bad died as babies only a few weeks or months old - gave the eleven-year-old 
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Rosine much opportunity 'to lend her mother a helping hand' .46 Her sister 
Maria Barbara Burk, nee Bengel (1727-1782) is introduced as an 'honest and 
serious girl' . 47 At the beginning of the biography ofher grandmother, Friederike 
Williardts, nee Schütz (1756--1835), the author emphasises that, as the daughter 
of a pastor's widow, she had learned early to live in poverty and modesty. When 
Friederike was sent to faraway Nürtingen to nurse her ailing grandmother it 
was a great trial for the young girl: 
At the express wish of her grandmother her mother decided, if not gladly, to 
send her daughter to her; the separation was especially hard for Friederike; 
she put her on a horse ordered for the purpose and a man delivered her 
in this way safely to her waiting grandmother. The latter was an upright 
if very strict woman, who had become somewhat peevish in her old age, 
so that Friederike's position was not an easy one; what she had learned up 
until then stood her in good stead now. Small as the establishment was that 
she had to manage, much rested on her; her grandmother demanded to be 
instructed precisely on the most insignificant matters, and when Friederike 
could not answer to her complete satisfaction, her dear grandmother was 
much aggrieved. Her unassuming nature and the simplicity of her needs also 
helped her to accept her fate; while she generally prepared good and suitable 
meals for her grandmother ( which gave her pleasure) she shared rougher fare 
with the maid - she was frequently embarrassed when the maid asked her to 
bring her more and better drinks from the cellar than her grandmother had 
instructed. Conscientious and loyal as she was, she was often placed in a 
difficult position, where according to her own accounts she was frequently 
driven to prayer; sometimes she walked around the loft praying, looking for 
freshly laid eggs, andin the dark kitchen prayer was also required to help her 
out of many a trouble.48 
Friederike passed these trials because of the qualifications in domestic manage-
ment that she had gained at home, her tested humility and conscientiousness as 
well as her requests for God's help through prayer. That her great-grandmother 
Emestine Schütz, nee Straßheim (1734-1813) had been particularly chosen was 
already evident in childhood: 'The Redeemer had elected and sealed the soul of 
this child, and for that reason she was also safe when many worldly inftuences 
were exerted upon her.' 49 As evidence of the particular protection of God the 
author recounted the following occurence: the child Emestine, daughter of the 
bailiff Straßheim in Oppenweiler, was taken under the wing of the Catholic 
landowner Frau von Sturmfeder from the neighbouring district. When as a 
reward for her 'industry and good behaviour' she was tobe permitted to accom-
pany the noblewoman to a celebration at the ducal palace in Stuttgart, the child 's 
response was not, as the lady had expected, happy surprise, but rather confusion 
and displeasure. Her special relationship with God allowed the still ignorant 
child to suspect the sinful nature of the courtly festivities. This scene presents 
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two attitudes characteristic of the eighteenth-century Pietist middle classes: the 
rejection of the courtly culture of dancing and festivity and the contrast between 
bourgeois-Protestant and aristocratic-Catholic self-understandings that arose 
in a situation where the duke of Württemberg and his court aristocracy were 
Catholic. Divine guidance ofthe young Ernestine was also evident in the careful 
spiritual education she enjoyed under her famous Pietist uncle, Johann Christian 
Storr, vicar and court chaplain to the Pietist dowager duchess in Kirchheim. His 
words on the imitation of Christ spurred her childish soul on to do just that. 
When, just at the time when her confirmation lessons were to begin, the Pietist 
pastor Canz took over the congregation in Oppenweiler and she was thus able 
to receive 'blessed' instruction, God's dispensation for the good of Ernestine's 
inner life was again revealed.50 lt is, then, not at all surprising to hear that God 
had destined a Pietist minister, the 'servant of Jesus' Johann Christoph Schütz, to 
be her husband.51 The biographer wrote the life-story ofher great-grandmother 
Ernestine Schütz for her daughter on the occasion of her confinnation. The 
example of this great-grandmother chosen by God corresponds to that of a 
saint's life. For the candidate for confirmation, her kinship tie reinforced the 
aspiration to emulate this example and to view herself, who had just renewed 
her baptismal bond with God, as a participant in the familial sacred history. Text 
and para-text create a genealogically defined female familial holiness composed 
of the individual holiness of each member. 
A point developed in detail in all of the life-histories is marriage, whose 
coming about was also developed in vivid fashion. The suitor's approach as 
weil as the intensive prayers of parents and girls asking for a divine sign belong 
to the more dramatic passages. The Pietist religiosity of bride and groom was 
assumed as a seif-evident prerequisite for marriage. In the biography of her 
great-great-grandmother Rosine Bengel, her future husband Christian Gottlieb 
Williardts is introduced as the son of a 'godly widow' and a pious father who 
himself stood 'firmly in his faith' .52 When in 1766 Marie Friederike, daughter 
of the late apothecary Gmelin, married Ernst, the youngest of the Bengel sons, 
when he took up his first congregation, the following terms were used to assure 
readers of the bride's Pietist religiosity: 'She was a devout maiden raised in 
the true fear of God, who was accepted into the family with heartfelt joy and 
love.' 53 The family's place in sacred history needed tobe secured by cautious 
marriage politics. That marriage alliances were thus always complicated de-
cisions is demonstrated by the extensive descriptions. Only through intensive 
prayer was it possible to discover whether God meant the future life partners for 
each other. In the life-stories of Emestine Schütz and her daughter Friederike, 
the impoverished widow of the physician Dr Bonz and mother of five children, 
who entered a second marriage with the widowed town physician and obste-
trician Johann Christian Williardts, the author describes in precise detail how 
the suitor Williardts attained certainty through prayer, 'following God's inner 
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guidance', that it wa His will that he marry Friederike against the wishes of his 
relations and despi.te her poverty and five chilclren.54 The offer of mardage put 
Friederike in a position of 'struggle and pressure' and only 'persistent prayer' 
could help her decide. 55 
That Pietist religiosity did not necessarily presuppose wealth but did demand 
the proper social Status is revealed by the marriage drama of one of the Burk 
daughters. When her mother Maria Barbara Burk, the poor widow of Philipp 
David Burk, a deacon highly regarded among the Pietists, received a marriage 
proposal from a clerk for her daughter Regina Catharina, she was tormented by 
her prejudices against his occupation, all the more so because her late husband 
had shared them. In the second half of the eighteenth century, the occupation 
of legal clerk, which involved an apprenticeship rather than university study, 
was apparently no longer considered by the pious educated middle classes as 
belonging to their own stratum. The reasons given here related neither to prop-
erty nor to education, but were religious instead: the occupation of clerk was 
'too worldly and corrupt'. The psychological pressure described by the biog-
rapher, which the uncertain mother exerted on her daughter, who was inclined 
to accept the offer, was massive. She asked her daughter to consider that if 
she married the man she would have to accept anything that came with 
'submission and obedience' .56 That Pietist religiosity and social status were 
more important in familial marriage politics than any other consideration is 
evident in the family communication surrounding the marriage of the oldest 
Williardts daughter Maria Magdalena. The family friend Groß, chaplain of the 
Stuttgart orphanage, had asked for her band. Although a well-known Pietist and 
'true disciple of Christ', he was of a weak and sickly constitution. After inten-
sive prayer andin the hope that God 'would reveal at the proper time the traces 
of his gracious providence' ,57 the Williardts parents discussed the precarious 
state of health of the candidate in their correspondence with various relations. 
Albrecht Reichard Reuß (1712-1780), a brother-in-law asked for his prognosis 
as a medical doctor, answered: 'lt is a blessing when in marriage matters the 
sole aim and interest is in union with Jesus. lt appears that the Reverend is 
weakly - where what matters is whether this may become better as the years 
pass. This however takes us to futurity, things unknown to devout resignation, 
into the hands of God.' 58 With these words the ducal physician Reuß proved 
himself a devout Pietist. The parents should base their decision not on a medical 
prognosis but solely on divine guidance and the piety of the candidate. 
Marriages, births and, naturally, reports on the careers of fathers, husbands, 
sons and grandsons as pastors, physicians, civil servants and councillors belong 
to the chronologies of each life-story. The author particularly emphasises well-
known Pietist theologians such as Johann Albrecht Bengel and Philipp David 
Burk, but also the wine merchant, imperial councillor and much-respected 
Pietist Christian Gottlieb Williardts. Kinship and edifying correspondence with, 
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and visits from, distinguisbed Pietist personalities as well as higher civil ser-
vants deserved specialmenti011. Tue biographies ofPietist w men make it clear 
Lhat Pieti t men also took the sph'itual lead in their own family circles. Tn the life 
history of Rosine Williardts, nee Bengel , her father JOhann Albrecht Bengel, 
the most famou theologian ofWürttemberg Pietism, fills this positioa. Hi, let-
ters to hi daughtei:s, soas, s011s-in-law and moLher·in-law a~sume an imporcant 
place in tb biographies. 
The texts devote the most space to de criptions of illnesses, childbirth and 
death. Ailments are viewed as 'gracious vj itations' by God and 'tests of faith' 
in whicb the proper humble stance had to be leamed. ln the co1Tc pondence 
of the newly man-ied couple Mada Magdalena and Jakob Friedrich Groß io 
November 1764, the partner , both plagued by permanent illnes , comfort each 
other with w rds Qoncerning submission to God: 'We shalJ simply accept fro.rn 
the band of tbe L rd what he sends to u .'59 Maria Magdalena and Jakob 
Friedrich Groß' parents/parents-in-law, Johanne Regine and Johann Albrecht 
Bengel, refer to their illnesses as a trial for tb young couple. After thr e weeks' 
convalescence at the Bengel home in January/February 1765, whicb could not, 
however, tabifüe their son-in-Jaw's bealtb in the long tenn, tbe Bengels offered 
him tbe following advice in a letter: 'We wish our dcar soa a cheerful state f 
mind or passive palience witb that which cannot be changed.' 60 In the summer 
of 1766 Jakob Friedrich Groß's renewed serious iilness m ved bis father-in-law 
Lo regard bis fate as an imitatioa of Christ, and he referred to John 17, Jesus' 
prayer to God in the face of his impencling arrest and death. In n letter eo the 
couple written in the winter of l 766/1767, Bengel glorifies his son-in-law' 
uffering by Lending it spiritual meaaing: 'tbe Lord disciplines those whom He 
love '.61 Groß died that January and his young wife followed one-and-three-
quatters years Jater, 'calmly and quietly ', it was reported since he had uffered 
a deep yeaming for her departed hu band. During thejr illne ses, the couple 
Lhe fatherly patriarch Beugel and bis wife cornmun.icated about the religious 
meaning f suffering. Comfort cume not from a hope f overcoming the illne ·s 
but rather from tbe prospect f accepting God s trials cheerfully and patiendy 
as a sign of eledion. 
These middle-class mothers expended so much energy caring for their very 
numerous children during their often !ong and serious illnesses, as well as for 
the elderly relations who shared their homes, that thc.ir own health is described 
a permanently compromised. In 1768, only a few months after her fourteenth 
birth, the sti ll weakened Maria Barbara Burk wrote to her sister tbat she feit 
that she had served her purpose' .62 The biographer considered it important 
to emphasise tbat tbe women' 'health suffered much from their rich matemal 
vocation' [i.e. from .having so many children]. 
When the sickbed became a deathbed, it was time to place oneself wholly in 
the hands of God and to relinquish any will of one's own in regard to the outcorne 
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of the illness. Suffering must be understood as grace for the dying person, and 
the survivors must humbly accept death as a divine decision. When Maria 
Magdalena Williardts's last living child, a six-year-old boy, died as a result of 
falling down the cellar stairs, the biographer describes his mother's 'violent, 
buming' pain and her 'hot and terrible trial'. She had picked up her dead son, 
carried him upstairs and laid him on her bed, peaking the words 'The Lord hns 
given the Lord has taken away, blessed be the nameoftheLord.' 63 She behaved 
like a saint who subordinated her pain to the praise of God. Also exemplary from 
a Pietist standpoint was the reaction of Maria Barbara Burk to the death of her 
fourteen-day-old infant, which is recorded in her diary: 'So take unto you what 
you require - my firstborn is yours.'64 Her sister Rosine Williardts's experience 
in coping with the deaths of her children, in contrast, is portrayed as a drawn-
out and painful ordeal. Upon the death of her second baby, her father Johann 
Albrecht Bengel wrote to comfort her: 'Endeavour cli [jgently, my dear daughter, 
to maintain tra:nquillity of mind! Seek your satisfaction in God.' 65 During her 
third pregnancy, which followed soon thereafter, an accident endangered her 
own survival as weil. Philipp David Burk saw her state as a school of suffering, 
in which God had placed her so that she might prove herself. As in the previous 
death of their child he criticised her for her insufficient focu on God.66 Her 
sister Sophie Elisabeth Reuß advised her to bear everything in silence, for this 
suffering was in her best interest. Her husband Christian Gottlieb Williardts 
wrote to his parents-in-law shortly before the birth: 
Dear Johanne Rosine is out of <langer now. The Lord will also help her to 
survive what awaits her. She knows her shortcomings, and also knows who 
compensates for these failings; of conrse sbe must apply those means that 
tbe Redeemer has revealed to us, namely prayer and faitb. 67 
Rosine survived the birth, but her baby did not. When her fourth infant died in 
1746 after a six-month 'maternal struggle', father Bengel assumed that Rosine 
would now have leamed to extinguish her will and give herself up to God's 
guidance, but she could not submit to this 'school of suffering' and overcome 
despair. Bengel's cornfort that their heavenly father would turn what he had 
infticted as a chastisement into an act of benevolence, and that the Lord would 
send her easier days again expresses the transformation of personal suffering 
prescribed in Pietism.68 Burk's letter of cornfort appears almost inhumanly 
harsh. He writes that his comfort probably comes too late, and that her heart 
was doubtless already joyful 'that the Lord had "so quickly brought tbe gift ofhis 
hand to safety and delivered it from all troubles" '. 69 Rosine's attitude towards 
her fifth child, bom on 27 November, is then portrayed as resigned to God, 
which her biographer interprets as the reason for the child's survivaI. 70 During 
her six-year ordeal, in which three infants died one after the other, Rosine finally 
succeeded in overcoming her resistance, accepting God's 'inner chastisement' 
and leaming the requisite humility. With the support ofher parents, pious friends 
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and relations she was ultimately able to adopt the posture expected of her, to 
transcend her painful feelings and accept the deaths of her new-bom babies and 
praise God. 
If we think of Johann Franck's 1650 poem 'Jesu, meine Freude' (Jesus my 
Joy) which Johann Sebastian Bach used as the basis for his famous motet 
of the same tiLle on the ccasion of a memorial sennon for Johanna Kees, nee 
Rappold, witb Lines such as 'To tho. e who love God, even llieir affüction must be 
great joy' or 'Misery, troubles, calam,ity, di grace and death shatl not separate 
me from Jesus, though 1 must uffer greatly' ,71 Pietist resignation ro God's 
wi ll and the imitation of Christ appear quite similar t lhe Protestant orthod x 
.line. What becam specific to Pietist cu.lture, however, wa the relentlessne 
with which this attitude was demanded of believers. Feelings such as pain 
and grief mu t never gain Lhe upper band, for death was the consequence of 
divine direction. From a present-day perspective, this cornpulsion to transform 
per na1 suffering into the praise of God represent · an unimaginable barshness 
Lowards oneself and others tbat is also expressed in tbe ta.le of Ro ine Williardts 's 
refusal to transcend herpain at the death ofher babies. If, h wever, adopting tbe 
perspeclive of historical anthropology, we assume the hi toricity of feelings, 
we must admit that Pieti st religiosity also generated rhe emotions of d vout 
men and women. From this spiriLua1i ation of suffering and fear they could 
derive not just a compuJ ·ion to rcpress bUL also a function of emotional relief. 
The ambition to overcome paia and the channelling of emotional energy into 
piritua1 religious joy could make it po sible to live on without despair. Tn the 
fa e offrequentillnesses and death the religrous creation of meaning appears to 
have relieved the burdens on individual and have given them a perspective for 
the future. If this Pietist transformation process proved unsuccessful, however, 
group expectalions could produce individual fäilure. 
Dying, t o, is described in detail in the life histories. The spiritual Pietist 
accompanirnenl of ehe dying was made possible within Lhe family and amoag 
co-religionists by vi itS, constanl presence at the sickbed and correspondence. 
One's piety and status of election bad to be evident in one's dying too and 
deathbed accounts provided the proof. The young widow Marie Magdalena 
Groß accompanied the also young widow of her uncle Bengel in her dying 
hour , which she described in a letter to her parents. She bad told the dying 
woman that now was the moment 'to step out of time into etermty ' , tl1en he 
had ung her a funeral hymn and the dying wornan bad been comforted and 
looked at her kindly.72 lt was part of the Pietist preparation for deatb to ·peak. 
direclly and openly with the dying person about his or her impending demise 
and to comfort them with spiritual literature and . ongs. Tbe biography ofMarie 
Magdalena Groß, who died, already widowed at the age of thirty-one, provides 
a detailed description of the last two days of her life based on an account by 
her father. 73 
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Our lifetime is a preparation for death, which is, tobe sure, a departure from 
the world but at the same time also the beginning of a new, eternal life. The 
joyful preparation for death of the six-year-old Sara Beata Burk could have 
come from a life of the saints. On her sickbed she developed a longing for 
death, not out of a desire to escape her sufferings, as the sources note, but ratber 
out of her love for God. The child's mother had answered that she must learn 
to extinguish her own will and wait, 'until the Redeemer considers it right to 
call you home'.74 The child's moving yearning to pass into eternal life, and 
her happy anticipation of reunion with her dead father and brother, is given a 
Pietist correction by her mother, who reminded her that this decision was God's 
alone. The famous Pietist Philipp David Burk (1714-1770) was buried in a 
white coffin as a joyful sign that for a devout Christian death was not the end, 
but rather 'a cheerful transition from miserable temporality to joyous eternity'. 
Accounts of harmonious and indeed joyous death demonstrated that the dying 
family members had been bom again and elected to enter the kingdom of God. 
Tue spiritual guidance and education of children and their piety and 'hard 
tri als' are also a subject of the life histories of their mothers. Rosine Williardts 's 
son Christian and Maria Barbara Burk's son Joseph, both of whom studied 
medicine in Tübingen, had tobe held back from the temptations of the 'corrupt 
world' of opera, concerts and balls. When Christian was seot to Vienna for 
a year to further his training after the end of his university studies, and lived 
with his father's aristocratic relations, his true piety was proven in his Catholic 
surroundings by his refusal to participate in sociable card-playing, dancing and 
luxurious dress. Daughters, too, could take years to find the 'inner light'. The 
youngest Williardts daughter, Johanne (1750-1816), only reformed when her 
fiance broke off their engagement after an officer claimed that he had become 
betrothed to her. 
Women 's domestic duties and motherhood, understood as a 'vocation' in the 
Lutheran sense, form the framework of the narrative. An important sector of 
responsibility was nursing the sick. Embedded in the account of the death of 
Rosine Williardts's eighty-four-year old motber-in-law is a description of her 
daughter-in-law's spiritual companionship and nursing care. Rosine read aloud 
from the spiritual songs of consolation of the Pietist and Württemberg senior 
civil servant Christoph Karl Ludwig von Pfeil 'on the coming of Jesus Christ' in 
which the dying woman was 'enwrapped, as it were', and thus 'brought through 
death into life'. In the personal section ofthe funeral sermon the dead woman 's 
son, Christian Gottlieb Williardts, husband of her devoted nurse, emphasised 
his wife's twenty-one-year service to his mother. 75 Unmarried daughters played 
a crucial role in the care of ailing relatives. Beginning in 1754, Rosine Williardts 
sent her eldest daughter, the sixteen-year-old Marie Magdalena, from Stuttgart 
to Esslingen several times in order to nurse her grandmother Bengel. After 
1764 Marie Magdalena's younger sister Friederike took care of her and her 
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niling husband in Stuttgart more tl1a11 once. Before the death of grandmotber 
Bengel in 1770 her sixteen-year-old grand-daughtcr Regine Catharina Burk 
wa sent to her sickbed on several occasion .76 After her father' death Regine 
Catharina was sent to the Williardts house as a foster daughter to look after 
her oearly blind Aunt Ro ine. She was replaced in t11e Willru:d h usehold 
after her maniage by her younger sister Elisabeth Dorothea Burk, now also 
sixt en, wh conli nuecl to care for her blind aunt for ten years until her own 
marriage. The young, unprovided for and impoverished Burk girls were sent eo 
the home of tbeir wealthy aunt and employed there a nm ·es. In thcse middle-
class families girls were placed in the bomes of their relatives as a matter of 
course until they married. Family nursing aL o included tbe assistance of women 
ln hildbed. Since Rosine Bengel was already very weak before her eighth 
birtb and ne f her children was poorly, her younger married sister Catharina 
Margaretha Hellwag rooved into her hause for a rlrne. This specifi ally female 
family nursing work is mentioned and hon ured repeatedly in the accounts. If 
the wornen themselve no langer had small cl1iklren ~ raise they ' hastened' to 
child- and sickbeds in tbe househ.olds of tbeir married children. After assisting 
one daughter in caring fo r her sick husband and fi.ve children for nine rnonths 
in 1788/89, Ernestine Schütz then moved on to the bome of her second, aiHng 
daugbter to a ume her duties, stayi11g until her son-in-law remarried after hi s 
wife's death.77 
U·ing letter the biograpbies reconstruct the Pierist culture f visiting 
between kin. Recipro al visi.t are described a joyfuJ events r coro~ rting 
supporl intimes of Hlne s or suffe ring. Visits frorn devout high-rank:ing figure 
in the Church, State erv ice or nobility as weU as ren wned Pietist men and 
their wives deserved particuJar menlion . Pietist were obliged o visit tbe sick 
as a charirable office (Liebesdienst). Visits to lhe sickbeds of persons likely to 
die were a fixed element of Pietist reiigiosity; d1ey were intended to h lp the 
dyiog to reach God through death. Married or widowed Pieti t women culti-
vated friend hips and formed devotional circles. A picture of piou ociability 
ernerges, wlth visit to Irin and friends, combined with sha.red meals and walks 
in nature. During tl1e summer momhs visits becarne far more frequent in the 
Williardts house in Es lingen. Relative stayed for weeks., where possible rrav-
elling to Es lingen on foot (inthe case of tuttgart, for example, which was only 
20 km nway). This culture of vi si t presupposed a certain level of wealth. The 
biograpber recognised tbat tbis als meant work, and belongecl to the duties of 
th·e Jadi.es of d1e house: 'Charitable works of a11 sort , performed for tbe most 
variou persons, were practi ·ed continually and as amarter of cour e. The house 
p.rovided shelter for many children of God, a oity on the hill.' 78 
The life-stories explicitly document tbe piety of the fa:mily a. a cro s-
generational phenomenon, using the examples offemale ancestor and rheir life 
achievement . In so doing, the biographer, who emerged from this genealogy, 
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also implicitly writes about herself and her children. The intent was historio-
graphically to secure women's contributions to the family's sacred history from 
the beginnings of Pietism in the seventeenth century to the biographer's own 
time in the nineteenth century. 
FEMALE HISTORIOGRAPHY, FAMILIAL SACRED 
HISTORY AND THE CULTURE OF MODELS 
The biographies discussed here present a female view of family and religios-
ity within Pietism. The stories are, to be sure, incorporated into the general 
success of the farnily group's sacred history and the chronological accounts 
thus also contain the stories of fathers, husbands and sons, but the narrative 
position and the biographical viewpoint are oriented towards women's life ex-
periences, achievements and religiosity. What farnily history is is developed by 
examining women's contributions. Despite its idealisation, harmonisation and 
religious interpretations, which no langer correspond to our secular notions of 
history, Zeller's is a fascinating document of forgotten female historiography 
in two respects: as evidence of women's understanding ofhistory andin its por-
trayal of warnen as the objects of historical writing. The texts treat the phases 
of women's lives - marriage, pregnancy, childrearing and widowhood - as 
historically relevant and are to that extent documents of a cultural and social 
historical view of history. The mental and physical stresses on women, their 
suffering at the deaths of their children and their efforts to adopt the prescribed 
pious position of resignation to God's will represent the greater part of the 
narrative. The extensive accounts of pregnancies, births and caring for the sick 
present women's everyday lives and their contributions to the family and to 
Pietism. The life-stories are, to be sure, written as edifying exempla, yet with 
their sketches of 'real-life' events they are also instructive for social historians. 
They offer information about the life phases, everyday activities, pious prac-
tices, reading, emotions and fears of both the writer and the warnen she was 
describing. Naturally, many everyday matters went unmentioned, since only 
those aspects that emphasised Pietist religiosity and work for the family were 
considered worth remembering. Charlotte Zeller's understanding of history 
shows how highly she valued the female role in the family's sacred history 
as well as her Pietist self-confidence, which allowed her to preserve for pos-
terity women's specific contribution to the sacred history of Württemberg's 
Pietist elite. The emotional and physical labour that warnen - as young girls 
and daughters, wives and widows - performed in order to maintain their fami-
lies is treated in detail by the author in each biography, and thus the work and 
achievements of women enter quite concretely into the family's sacred history. 
Charlotte Zeller's pious memory tells the history of the family and everyday 
life as a sacred history sustained by women. 
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The religious interpretation of history was linked in Württemberg Pietism 
with an eschatological future perspective on the approaching millennium. 
Pietists viewed the present as a stage on the path from the Creation to the Final 
Judgement.79 Like Spinoza and Leibniz before him, Johann Albrecht Bengel 
tried to use mathematical rules to derive from the Bible a chronology of the 
salvation of the world. Proceeding from the book of Revelation, he calculated 
that the kingdom of God on earth would begin in 1836. The expectation of the 
impending thousand-year reign was still alive and well in nineteenth-century 
Württemberg. 80 The Pietist understanding of history was derived from the New 
Testament, and Pietists saw themselves in the genealogical and sacred-historical 
tradition of the progenitors of Israel. 81 Charlotte Zeller inscribed her own fam-
ily into this genealogy: 'The Lord wishes for a seed that will serve him - in 
order to carry out this blessed work of love, from time to time he elects the 
member of a family, in order through it to win many other members for his 
kingdom.' 82 
Charlotte Zeller uses a letter from Prelate Magnus Friedrich Roos, a friend of 
the family, to introduce the connection between sacred history and individual 
achievement: 
Sons and daughters, sons-in-law and daughters-in-law shall fill the gap ... To 
be sure, one does not achieve this all at once and suddenly, but must submit to 
divine discipline, under which our forefathers [in biblical times] long stood 
and in which there is killing and bringing into life, beating and weeping, the 
preparation of human thoughts and the realisation of the thoughts of God, 
the emptying of the soul of its own wisdom, justice and strength and the 
imparting of true wisdom. 83 
The individual sanctification oflife was necessary in order to belong to the elect 
who would constitute the coming kingdom of God. Analogous to their worldly 
status as an educated elite, Pietist bourgeois families, expecting the impending 
millennium, also portrayed themsel ves as a religious elite of the elect. Charlotte 
Zeller located the history of her family within this concept of sacred history. 
She wrote a chronology of female familial piety and provided the biographical 
evidence of successful sanctification in pious action in the world. When, upon 
the death ofher mother-in-law, Rosine Williardts advanced to the highest female 
position in the Williardts household, she continued the fulfilment ofthe family's 
sacred history: 'Johanne Rosine joined the ranks of the three devout mothers 
who had managed here for 100 years: Frau Bürgermeisterin Mauchhart, Frau 
Anna Cath. Palm and Frau Marie Magd. Williardts, to serve the Lord in her 
time in the footsteps of these mothers.' 84 
Charlotte Zeller dedicated the biographies to her children and grandchil-
dren. 1\vo of the texts were dedicated by name to her daughters on their 
birthday (1884) and confirmation (1866). She dedicated the life history of her 
mother Charlotte Geß, nee Williardts (1795-1850) to her son and his wife and 
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children with a quotation from Psalm 102:28: 'The children of thy servants hall 
dwell secure; their posterity sl1al! be established before thee.' 85 Tbis psalm also 
points to the aspect of her writing that emphasised God's saving grace in his-
tory. Charlotte Zeller's passing down of the family genealogy by highlighting 
her female ancestors creates a consciousness of belonging to generations of 
the elect. Reading each single biography served the individual 'blessing and 
salvation' 86 of the reader. Generations to come should orient their lives accord-
ing to these exemplary vitae. Zeller refers to her female ancestors a priestesses 
aod heroines of faith, even calling Emestine Schütz a 'holy woman'. 87 The 
statement that Rosine Williardts always had etemity before her eyes88 elevates 
her piety to holiness. Friederike Williardts's 'exemplary hurnility' is stressed;89 
while for her mother Emestine Schütz, the psalms 'had penetrated to her inner-
most being, ftowing like nourishment into the blood'. 90 Taken together, these 
attained stages of piety recall saints' lives and hagiographic topoi. 
Tue author inscribes herself almost imperceptibly into the biographical text -
not just in her collage of texts, the selection of copied passages from letters and 
diaries and her interpretative commentaries, but also in the thematic emphases 
she chose. The fact that the life of Christian, their only son to survive child-
hood, assumes such a !arge role in the biography of Rosine Williardts and her 
husband Christian Gottlieb - Zeller appears to have inserted copies of bis com-
plete correspondence with bis parents during the years of his university studies 
and training - may doubtless be attributed to the circumstance that he was the 
author's grandfather, and bad founded her own branch ofthe family. Christian's 
vita is equipped with all conceivable Pietist qualities: he grew into a genuinely 
devout man, a great physician and a loyal son who remained obedient to bis par-
ents even in adulthood. When one ofRosine Williardts's daughters 'ernigrated' 
to north Germany with her husband, Charlotte Zeller adds that she knew what 
Williardts feit as a mother because 72 years later she, too, bad lost a daugh-
ter to a faraway place. 91 The biographer's special empathy for certain persons 
and Situations repeatedly shines through the text. Mother and daughter Schütz, 
for example, bad her particular compassion: 'What, in the heat of adversity, 
these two women feit, suffered, prayed - believed and sensed in their innermost 
beings from their high priest and Redeemer and Prince of Life, is recorded in 
the books of etemity.' 92 
Charlotte Zeller's emotional connection with the widows in her family, 
derived from her own widowhood, frequently inspired her to integrate her admi-
ration for these women into the biographical account. Emestine Schütz, whom 
Zeller introduces as an especially devout woman forced as a pastor's widow 
to live very modestly, who was 'left all alone, has set her hope on God and 
continues in supplications and prayers night and day' (1 Tim. 5:5), is equated 
with the biblical ideal of a widow as expressed in the quotation from St PauJ.93 
On the whole, all of the women are described as very pious, highly committed 
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to their duties, obedient, practised in suffering, resigned to God's will and 
unassuming. The notions of female nature implicit in the text correspond to 
nineteenth-century model of femininity. 94 
A FEMALE TRADITION OF SACRED HISTORY IN THE 
NINETEENTH CENTURY 
Charlotte Zeller bad several reasons for creating this pious memory, all of them 
connected to historical changes in the nineteenth century. First, the so-called 
Ehrbarkeit bad lost their political and social status. The coalition of October 
1805 between the elector of Württemberg, Friedrich II, and Napoleon signalled 
the end of the old Württemberg estate system, and the provincial diet was 
dissolved. Although the group of academically t.rained civil servants remained 
the mling tratum until the Revolution of L848, the old oligarchic securing 
of power through nep tism aud co-optation n longer functioned, since the 
_principle of self-recruio.uent from within a sort of bigber civ il service club bad 
been abolished.95 
Second, as a consequence, the meaning of farnily and kinship changed among 
th bureaucratic middle classes. Since the continuity of membership in the ocial 
elite could no longer be secured as a matter of course by farnily ties, election 
by God was needed eo ement e lite identity. The very meaning of kinship was 
caJled into question by this change, which moved Charlotte Zeller eo remind her 
reader several times of Johann Albrecht Bengel's Jegacy: 'Give those whom I 
leave behind togethemess in heart and mind, U1at in love and loyalty, ach the 
other's refuge be.'96 A mark oflh self-understanding of the old Pietist educated 
elite was tbeir constant drawing of boundaries and empbasi on differcnces to 
other groups, for which reason inner distinctions were deuied. 
Third, the assessment of women's contributi n to midd)e-class piety changed. 
While within the group women were gradually pushed to the margins after a 
pha e of initial opene s in early Pietism,97 women outside th Pietistgroup were 
completely ignored. Women 's contributions to early modern Pieti m whicb 
Charlone Zeller so encrgetically uncovered, gained no place in Pielist histori-
ography. The first general eh larly monograph .on pjet:ism by Albrecht Ritschl 
(1880-86)98 does not treat tbe contrib.utions ofWürucmberg's women Pietists 
to the internal bistory of Pielism. In the ca e wbere he does memion women 
by name, he presents their religiosity as excessive or spurious.99 Biographi-
cal publicaLions dealt mainly with Würtcemberg's male Pietists. Allhough it 
was frequently women who produced lhese manuscripts, th y were published 
under the name of male authors. barlotte ZeUer's biographical work on 
Christian Gottlieb Williardts was published under the narne of her son, Paul 
Zeller. Only the mauuscript itself reveals her authorsrup. 10° Chadotte's biogra-
phy of Friederike Williardts, nee Schütz, was published in a revised version by 
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the popular Württemberg biographer, Karl Friedrich Lederhose. 101 In this case, 
too, her work goes unmentioned. With the creation of pious memory through 
a female history of the family, Charlotte Zeller set continuity against change 
and memory against suppression. The author's religious perspective generated 
both a continuous sacred history of female piety in the family and individual, 
everyday female role models. 
Modern-day historians were not the first people to notice the asymmetrical 
relations between the sexes. Charlotte Zeller wrote her own historical work in 
opposition to the exclusion of her sex from the historiography of Pietism. In 
doing so she used the genuinely Pietist genre of biography. Charlotte Zeller 
was the administrator of the family memory; she preserved an extensive body 
of texts including letters, diaries and collections of prayers that had been passed 
down from generation to generation in her mother's family. She conceived of 
her resistance to the exclusion of women as a female contribution to the culture 
of memory, which had become masculinised. The scope of her work remained 
limited, however, for her text did not reach beyond her own family. 
The Württemberger Magdalena Sibylla Rieger (1707-1786), daughter of 
Prelate Weissensee, who was known to a broad public for her religious poetry, 
was honoured by the University of Göttingen as a poetess crowned by the 
emperor, and became a member of the Deutsche Gesellschaft, had earlier crit-
icised the public denigration of married women. 102 In her rhymed treatise, Die 
poetische Ehjrau (The Poetic Wife), she noted that although a happy marriage 
had been the basis and inspiration for her own poetry, normally 'Only men's 
names count, we go unmentioned.' !03 
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